Heterogeneity is one of the main features of future networks. Vertical Handover is the essential function in heterogeneous networks and handover decision is one of the most important step in vertical handover. Most of the network selection algorithms in handover decision follow the ABC (Always-Best-Connection) rules. In this paper, we propose a network selection method. Such a method follows the ASC (Always-Suitable-Connection) rules that consider both the status of available networks and user preferences. A simulation study in NS-2.29 is illustrated to show the effectiveness of the proposed method.
INTRODUCTION
With the rapid development of technology and the requirements of applications. There are many communication technologies, but any single one can't meet all the needs of users. And now, terminals are able to connect to different networks to get the best services. The handover between different networks called Vertical Handover, is the essential function in these terminals. Vertical handover process is carried out in three main steps: handover information gathering, handover decision, and handover execution [1] . Network selection algorithm perform in the handover decision step. Most of network selection algorithms follow the ABC [2] (Always-Best-Connection) rules. But in some conditions, the best network is not the most suitable one. It's obvious that Network A is the better choice because of Network B is overloaded, as shown in Table 1 . network by the use of Fuzzy Logic technology. In reference [7] , the author proposed a Fuzzy Multi-Criteria Decision (MCD) Framework. But all these algorithms will select Network B in case of Table 1 because of the weighted metrics of Network B is greater than Network A. So，Instead of ABC, ASC (Always-Suitable-Connection) law has been proposed to solve this problem [8] . And [9] uses Variance Coefficient Weighting to calculate weights and MGRA to decide switching cost function, proposed an algorithm based on ASC. Ref. [10] also proposed an ASC algorithm to improve the utilization of wireless resources. But user preference always be ignored in these algorithms, so we propose a method for network selection in vertical handover that based on user preference and ASC.
OVERALL STRUCTURE AND METHOD
Both user preference and network status will be taken into account. In our proposal the main decision factors of network status are throughput, delay, jitter, and cost. First of all, we use fuzzy Analytic Hierarchy Process (FAHP) to calculate the weight of each network parameters, which can take into account the application needs and user preferences, to avoid the irrational switch caused by unreasonable weight setting. Then we use the modified Grey Relational Analysis (MGRA) to calculate Grey Relational Coefficient (GRC) of each available network. And the last, we make a network selection by the weight calculated by FAHP and GRC by MGRA.
Network Selection Method.
Calculate weight of each network parameters According to [11] , we use FAHP to calculate weights: Compare the decision elements 1 2 , , , n a a a … pairwise according to their importance to the target and get the fuzzy matrix.
The element of the fuzzy matrix: ij r range from 0.1 to 0.9 and the description of the value shown in Table2. 
Importance scale
Importance description 0. 5 Equal importance of parameter i and parameter j 0. 6 Weak importance of parameter i over parameter j 0. 7 Strong importance of parameter i over parameter j 0. 8 Demonstrated importance of parameter i over parameter j 0. 9 Absolute importance of parameter i over parameter j 0.1,0.2,0.3,0. 4 Inverse comparison
The fuzzy matrix can be given as: (1) 0.5
the difference value of any two rows is a constant Assume that the weights of ij r satisfy:
where 0 a > , and a can be different value with the difference of parameters and the number of parameters. We can get several weights by different values of a and then select the most suitable one.
The subjective weights can be expressed as:
 Calculate the objective weights by standard deviation method [12] . The objective weights can be expressed as: arg max
where 0i Γ is the network i th GRC, M is the collection of all available networks. However, the standard GRA method can make an ABC selection, it can't make an ASC selection under the case of Table 1 we discussed before. In order to make an ASC selection, we should consider not only the ideal values of the parameters nut also the worst parameters. And we should calculate the GRCs with the ideal values and the worst values. So, the network could not be selected if some QoS parameters are better than ideal value but at the same time some are much worse than the lowest value.
The modified GRA (MGRA) is implemented as follows:
(1) Classify the network parameters. Assume that there are n possible networks 
Normalize the parameter. For the smaller-the-better parameters, the normalized value of ij s parameter can be derived as:
For the larger-the-better parameters, the normalized value of ij s parameter can be derived as: The most suitable network is the one with the largest i E .
SIMULATION STUDY Simulation Description.
To evaluate the network selection method we proposed, we implemented our method using the NS-2.29. The simulation scenario is shown in Figure 1 . The whole simulated area is covered by LTE, there are two WIFI access point within LTE range and the two WIFI areas are partly overlapping. We generate two different types of application in NS2, namely Conversational (voice) and Streaming (streaming video).
The simulation traffic parameters are shown as Table 3 . We collect the network parameters through NS2 when the user moves from start to end so that our method can make a decision among the available networks. We assume that the occurrence of both conversational and stream traffic follows a Poisson distribution and the duration time of the traffic follows an exponential distribution.
Simulation Results.
We firstly focus on network utilization under AHP, GRA, and the method we proposed namely FAHP-MGRA here. Simulation results are shown in Figure 2 and Figure 3 . From Figure 2 and Figure 3 we can observe that with the increase of simulation MTs, both the AHP and the GRA method select the WLAN network even though the WLAN network is overloading. Because the AHP and GRA method can only select the ABC network by the parameters given in advance. The method we proposed can make an ASC network selection according to the network utilization, this can ensure a good network load balance and user experience. Secondly, we focus on the handover times with the increase of simulation time. We also compare our method with AHP and GRA. The simulation results are show in Figure 4 and Figure 5 .
We can see that whether in conversational traffic or stream traffic, the handover times by FAHP-MGRA are obviously lower than AHP and GRA. So our method can avoid unnecessary handovers efficiently.
CONCLUSION
We proposed a network selection algorithm based on FAHP and MGRA. This algorithm can make a ASC decision considering both the status of the networks and the user preferences. Simulation results show that our algorithm is efficient to avoid unnecessary handovers and ensure a good network load balance. 
